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EDITORIAL

GOING FOR GLORY
The career of any player will always be judged on the number of
trophies they win. The importance of winning a title, whether it is at
domestic or international level, is clear for all to see. Ask any player
who has lost a final for their thoughts on the game and – even if years
or perhaps decades have gone by in the meantime – the chances are
you won’t get a satisfactory answer as the defeat will still hurt too
much. The opposite, of course, holds true if you ask anyone who has
won a final – just watch their eyes light up at the mere mention of
their victory.
Classing the FIFA Confederations Cup as a mere “dry run” for the FIFA
World Cup is therefore not only wrong but also careless. Every single
one of the eight teams will – either secretly or openly – have hopes of

Illustration: Stephan Walter

lifting the trophy. Which for us as fans means that Russia 2017 will be
a tournament of thrills and spills, emotions, and world-class football.
Turn to page 8 for a taste of what lies in store.
Perikles Monioudis
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FOR THE GAME. FOR THE WORLD.

The Bureau of the
FIFA Council, comprising the
FIFA President and the presidents of
the six confederations, has agreed on a
proposed slot allocation for the 2026 FIFA
World Cup™. The recommendation will be
submitted to the FIFA Council for approval at its
meeting in Manama, Bahrain, on 9 May 2017 –
two days before the 67th FIFA Congress – and
is as follows: eight direct slots for the AFC,
nine for CAF, six each for CONCACAF
and CONMEBOL, one for the OFC
As announced by

and 16 for UEFA.

Gazprom, an official partner
of FIFA and of the 2018 FIFA World
Cup Russia™, the fifth season of the
international children’s social programme
Football for Friendship (F4F) will take place in
Saint Petersburg from 26 June to 3 July this year.
The aim of the project is to develop youth football

The FIFA Development

and promote tolerance and respect for other

Committee met for the first time

cultures and nationalities. FIFA’s Chief Commer-

in its new composition at the end of

cial Officer Philippe Le Floc’h said: “We are

March in Zurich. Its members are responsible

delighted to be supporting the initiatives

for analysing the basic aspects of football and

of the F4F Organising Committee

technical development of FIFA’s 211 member associ-

through to the 2018 FIFA

ations, areas that are the focus of the FIFA Forward

World Cup.”

development programme. Committee chairman,
The Silver Lining

FIFA Vice-President and AFC President Shaikh

charity organisation run by

Salman bin Ebrahim Al-Khalifa said: “Forward

Minnesota United FC’s fan group

was created to help and support people around

Dark Clouds has teamed up with the

the world. It’s not about politics: we want

Sanneh Foundation – which is supported

to support and grow the game.”

by the FIFA Football for Hope initiative – to

The committee approved

donate 340 kilos of new football equipment to

56 new projects.

children in need in Haiti. “It’s about opportunity
and hope,” said Tony Sanneh, a key player in the
USA team that reached the quarter-finals of the
2002 FIFA World Cup Korea/Japan™, about
his foundation’s work on the Caribbean
island. “We want to achieve
something sustainable.”
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FIFA/COCA-COLA WOMEN´S WORLD RANKING
Rank Team

+ / – Points

Rank Team

+ / – Points

Rank Team

+ / – Points

Rank Team

1 Germany

1

2108

55 Northern Ireland

4

1405

109 Afghanistan

0

884

Liberia **

877

2 USA

-1

2105

56 India

-2

1404

110 Kenya

12

857

Mozambique **

873

3 France

0

2072

57 Slovenia

0

1403

111 Malawi

12

838

Kuwait **

870

4 England

1

2022

58 Bosnia and Herzegovina

0

1391

112 Uganda

12

836

British Virgin Islands **

867

5 Canada

-1

2017

59 Côte d‘Ivoire

1

1386

113 Bhutan

0

771

Qatar **

864

6 Sweden

2

1977

60 Venezuela

1

1378

114 Andorra

11

749

US Virgin Islands **

852

6 Japan

1

1977

61 Greece

1

1376

115 Botswana

12

732

Cayman Islands **

849

8 Australia

-2

1976

62 Kazakhstan

2

9 Brazil

0

1961

63 Azerbaijan

10 Korea DPR

0

1953

64 Jamaica

11 Norway

0

1926

65 Bulgaria

1355

Argentina **

1621

Swaziland **

836

1353

Chile **

1559

Lesotho **

836

1

1352

Paraguay **

1459

Curaçao **

831

1

1344

Ecuador **

1451

Belize **

825
767

12 Netherlands

0

1923

65 Hong Kong

2

1344

Jordan **

1423

Antigua and Barbuda **

13 Spain

1

1885

67 Tunisia

1

1313

Iran **

1418

Aruba **

745

14 China PR

-1

1882

68 Philippines

1

1312

Peru **

1412

Turks and Caicos Islands **

704

15 Denmark

0

1870

69 Morocco

1

1299

Haiti **

1372

Kosovo *

16 Switzerland

1

1866

70 Guatemala

1

1297

Panama **

1363

Timor-Leste *

991

17 Korea Republic

1

1850

71 Albania

1

1295

Uruguay **

1361

Macau *

889

1168

2

1837

72 Faroe Islands

2

1289

Indonesia **

1321

Libya *

883

19 Italy

-3

1836

73 Bahrain

2

1288

Fiji **

1292

Comoros *

761

20 New Zealand

-1

1827

74 Algeria

2

1283

Laos **

1273

Madagascar *

714

21 Scotland

0

1793

75 Guam

2

1282

Tonga **

1258

Burundi *

519

22 Colombia

0

1756

76 Guyana

3

1274

New Caledonia **

1252

Mauritius *

335

23 Belgium

2

1753

77 Estonia

3

1266

Tahiti **

1238

0

1749

78 United Arab Emirates

0

1265

Bolivia **

1217

25 Russia

-2

1736

79 Malaysia

3

1264

Cuba **

1217

26 Mexico

0

1733

80 Egypt

3

1256

Congo **

1206

27 Ukraine

-1

1726

81 Senegal

4

1248

Palestine **

1192

** Inactive for more than 18 months and therefore not
ranked.
* Provisionally listed due to not having played more
than five matches against officially ranked teams.
	

24 Austria

	

18 Iceland

28 Finland

0

1712

82 Lithuania

5

1224

Dominican Republic **

1191

29 Thailand

1

1652

83 Montenegro

3

1222

Benin **

1187

30 Costa Rica

-1

1646

84 Zimbabwe

4

1217

Cook Islands **

1185

31 Poland

0

1638

85 Mali

5

1216

Suriname **

1152

32 Republic of Ireland

2

1632

86 El Salvador

6

1198

Honduras **

1152

33 Vietnam

-1

1630

87 Moldova

8

1174

Solomon Islands **

1144

34 Nigeria

1

1613

88 Latvia

8

1171

Vanuatu **

1139

35 Wales

1

1611

88 Malta

8

1171

Samoa **

1138

36 Romania

1

1610

90 Luxembourg

9

1158

Angola **

1134

-3

1610

91 Puerto Rico

9

1156

Kyrgyzstan **

1134

38 Portugal

0

1590

92 Singapore

6

1147

Sierra Leone **

1132

39 Hungary

1

1581

93 Ethiopia

9

1143

Congo DR **

1132

40 Chinese Taipei

-1

1559

94 Georgia

9

1140

Armenia **

1104

41 Slovakia

0

1558

95 Nepal

10

1134

American Samoa **

1075
1060

36 Czech Republic

6

+ / – Points

42 Uzbekistan

0

1548

96 Cyprus

10

1123

Eritrea **

43 Serbia

0

1538

97 Guinea

10

1077

Gabon **

1052

44 Myanmar

-1

1524

98 Nicaragua

10

1073

St Vincent and the Grenadines **

1000

45 Ghana

0

1499

46 Trinidad and Tobago

0

1494

10

1069

Barbados **

979

100 Burkina Faso

99 FYR Macedonia

10

1060

Lebanon **

949

47 Cameroon

0

1484

101 Zambia

10

1038

Bermuda **

943

48 Papua New Guinea

0

1473

102 Namibia

10

1026

St Kitts and Nevis **

942

49 Belarus

0

1463

103 Bangladesh

11

1003

Guinea-Bissau **

927

50 Equatorial Guinea

0

1446

104 St Lucia

9

989

Syria **

927

51 South Africa

0

1444

105 Sri Lanka

10

971

Pakistan **

926

52 Croatia

1

1415

106 Tanzania

10

960

Grenada **

914

53 Israel

2

1410

107 Maldives

9

959

Dominica **

900

54 Turkey

2

1407

108 Rwanda

12

908

Iraq **

882
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Born winner
Jorge Vilda beams after
his side’s 2-1 victory over
Japan at the Algarve Cup
(1 March 2017).

SPANISH
DREAMS

The short-passing game has been common

Now he has taken over the reins of the

currency in Spain for a good few years now.

national A team, which until recently had

FC Barcelona’s famous “Tiki-Taka” led them

failed to replicate the success of the juniors.

to numerous titles in the last decade, and

Their first participation in a World Cup, in

the men’s national team became European

2015, came to a premature end after the

champions in 2008 and 2012 and world

group stage, and ultimately led to a change

champions in 2010 thanks to their successful

in coach, with Vilda replacing Ignacio

use of this style of play. Now the women’s

Quereda after 27 years in the post.

LEADER
GERMANY
MOVES INTO TOP TEN
NONE
MOVES OUT OF TOP TEN
NONE

national team, under the leadership of coach
Jorge Vilda, are getting in on the act. Thirty-

Vilda made his mark right from the word go.

five year old Vilda, who has managed Spain’s

In addition to comfortably securing their

women’s team since 2015, puts the focus

berth in the EURO, the Spaniards have

on improving his players’ technical skills, a

already taken home a trophy under Vilda –

strategy that is now paying off as their precise

at the beginning of March they took part in

combination play has seen them qualify for

the prestigious and highly competitive

the Women’s European Championship taking

Algarve Cup for the very first time and won.

place in the Netherlands this summer. The

La Roja beat reigning champions Canada 1-0

Spanish sailed through the

in the final, having slain two other giants

qualifiers with the most goals (39) and the

en route, 2011 world champions Japan and

best goal difference (+37) of all the teams.

2013 European runners-up Norway.

It’s not Vilda’s first taste of success, however.

Spain have been drawn in Group D with

The Madrid-born coach previously worked at

England, Scotland and Portugal in this

the Spanish FA in the youth set-up, building

summer’s EURO. Thanks to their recent

and developing the youth national teams. He

successes they will come into the competition

led the U-17 team to victory in the European

full of confidence and the belief that their

Women’s U-17 Championship in 2010 and

glory days are just beginning.

MATCHES PLAYED IN TOTAL
113
MOST MATCHES PLAYED
CHINA PR, MALDIVES,
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES (7)
BIGGEST MOVE BY RANKS
NORTHERN IRELAND up 4 (59th to 55th), RWANDA
up 12 (120th to 108th), KENYA up 12 (122nd to 110th),
MALAWI up 12 (123rd to 111th), UGANDA up 12
(124th to 112th), BOTSWANA up 12 (127th to 115th)
BIGGEST DROP BY RANKS
ITALY down 3 (16th to 19th),
CZECH REPUBLIC down 3 (33rd to 36th)

imago

2011, and to second place at the FIFA U-17
Women’s World Cup in 2014. From 2013 to
2015, he also managed the U-19 side.

Annette Braun
http://www.fifa.com/worldranking
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FIFA CONFEDERATIONS CUP

ALL EYES
ON RUSSIA
Alexey Filippov / Sputnik

The FIFA Confederations Cup is so much
more than a test run for the World Cup;
it is a thrilling, major tournament in
its own right. Excitement is growing by
the day.

8
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The trophy
The FIFA Confederations Cup 2017 will
take centre stage from 17 June to 2 July.
FIFA 1904 /
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FIFA CONFEDERATIONS CUP

Saint Petersburg
The two finalists will face off at the
stunning Krestovsky Stadium on 2 July.

RUSSIA

LIKE A PHOENIX
It would make little sense to suggest that

at the World Cup next year. As hosts,

the Russian national team will be using the

the Russians aren’t involved in competitive

Confederations Cup to find out just how

football at the moment, which has made

ready they are for the World Cup. First of

their most recent results even more of a

all, the team is in the midst of a rebuilding

talking point: a 2-1 defeat by Slovakia,

process, and secondly, there are still

a 3-0 thumping at the hands of Wales ...

13 months to go until next year’s big event.

EURO 2016 in France turned out to be a

There are enough examples of teams that

disaster for the Russians.

have reached a World Cup semi-final or
even the final after seemingly being in the

CHERCHESOV’S HUMOUR

pits of despair only 12 months earlier, only

Russia’s fans have needed a healthy sense

to rise back to the top, rather like a phoenix

of humour when poring over the team’s

from the ashes.

results in friendlies since the summer too as
they have won only two out of seven

People are choosing their words carefully in

games. Coach Stanislav Cherchesov, who

Russia, but that is not stopping newspapers

has only been in the job for nine months,

from saying that the team is “dreaming” if

said: “You don’t get any points for excellent

it thinks it can win the Confederations Cup

fair play. We’re not talking about ice skating

on home soil, or even reach the semi-finals

here!” But what if the problems show no

10
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In charge
Russia coach Stanislav Cherchesov
is rebuilding his team.

Fresh blood
World champions Germany are likely to include Leroy Sané (centre) and Julian Draxler
(right) in their squad. Left: Lukas Podolski, who played his last international in March.

sign of letting up? What can you do when
your captain, Vasili Berezutski, calls time on
his international career all of a sudden, and
when one injury follows the next?

People are choosing their words
carefully in Russia. There are
no qualifying matches to use
as a yardstick at the moment.
Cherchesov has always been known for
his sense of fun though, right back to his
playing days when he was a cult hero
between the sticks at Dynamo Dresden
where he is still fondly remembered
despite – or perhaps even because of – his
escapades on the pitch, which once saw
him concede a crucial goal in a 1994
German Cup match against Borussia
Mönchengladbach after trying, and failing,
to play keepy-uppie in the penalty area.
An amusing man then, but also one who is
not to be crossed. Many Russian fans, for
example, have been calling for Lokomotiv
Moscow’s Igor Denisov to be drafted into
midfield, but he has as much chance of a
call-up as audio tapes do of making a
comeback in this modern digital world,
given that Denisov and Cherchesov hardly

Ruslan Shamukov / Sputnik, Alexey Filippov / Sputnik, Patrik Stollarz / AFP

see eye to eye with Cherchesov on record

GERMANY

AN EYE ON
THE FUTURE

Borussia Dortmund’s “Wall”, the huge terrace behind one of the goals at the

as saying: “He won’t see Cherchesov again,

Westfalenstadion, is normally a mass of yellow and black but at Germany’s

either the coach or the man.”

friendly against England in late March, for once it was resplendent in white with
the fans coming as one to display “Poldi” in huge black letters as they bade

CLASH WITH THE KIWIS

the fondest of farewells to Lukas Podolski, the boy from Cologne who was taken

Russia will warm up for the Confederations

into the hearts of a whole generation of Germany fans.

Cup with a friendly against Hungary on
5 June, followed by another against Chile

END OF AN ERA

four days later. Then it will be straight down

It was certainly a sight to behold as the fans waved goodbye to one of their

to business with group matches against

own, even though Podolski has hardly been a pivotal figure in Die Mannschaft’s

New Zealand, Portugal and Mexico,

fortunes in recent years. It wasn’t merely his last match in a Germany shirt

the Russians’ first competitive action in

though – it was the end of an era, one that began under Jürgen Klinsmann and

12 months. It’s fair to say that Russia are

Joachim Löw in the summer of 2004 when the fresh-faced and carefree Bastian

expecting nothing but hoping for a lot.

Schweinsteiger and a certain Lukas Podolski started to come into their own.

Not least that the phoenix can indeed rise
With Schweinsteiger having already taken his leave from the national team,

from the ashes.
Alan Schweingruber

Podolski was the last of the generation of players that lit a fire under German
FIFA 1904 /
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football at the 2006 World Cup, a fire that would burn
brightly and reach its highest point with the World
Cup title in 2014. Hardly surprising then that Löw
sounded rather wistful when he said: “Special players
deserve a special send-off.”

What Joachim Löw learns at the
Confederations Cup will guide his
thinking for his mission to defend
the World Cup title next year.
If that night in Dortmund was a time for looking back,
by the time Germany took to the pitch again in Baku
just four days later, their focus was well and truly back
on the future. Löw has already declared 2017 to be a
year in which Germany will build for the years to come
by giving more than a few youngsters the chance to
show just what they can do on the major international
stage of the FIFA Confederations Cup. With his young
team having been drawn into a group alongside Chile,
Cameroon and Australia, Löw has his sights firmly
trained on taking his charges to the next level and
increasing his options for another successful World
Cup campaign next year.

WORLD CUP TITLE DEFENCE
Löw also used Podolski’s farewell in late March as part
of his plans for the future, with Julian Brandt (20),
Leroy Sané (21) and Julian Weigl (21) all figuring in
midfield and attack together with debutant Timo
Werner (21). The man who led Germany to glory in
Brazil refused to be drawn on who would be making
the trip to Russia in June, but he did make it clear that
he will be gunning for another World Cup title in 2018,
and that what he learns at the Confederations Cup
will guide his thinking for Russia 2018, saying that:
“We will try and concentrate and take this tournament
seriously, and make the best of what we have.”
Who knows, maybe he will find the heir to Podolski’s
throne. After all, the end of any era is always followed
by the dawn of a new one.
Annette Braun
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One for the future
Joachim Löw has also placed his
trust in 21-year-old Julian Brandt.

Colourful support
Mexican fans at the Copa América
Centenario, 5 June 2016.

MEXICO

ONE FOR ALL
AND ALL FOR ONE

“Mexico” – that’s the considered response
of many football experts when they are
pushed on who they think could win the
FIFA Confederations Cup 2017 in Russia.
There’s a lot to back up the suggestion that
CONCACAF’s representatives could indeed
shine come June, not least the fact that El
Tri, currently coached by Colombia’s Juan

Jennifer Stewart / Getty Images, Maurice Leclaire / AFP

Dark horses?
Oribe Peralta (left) and
Giovani dos Santos
will be hoping to fire
Mexico to the title.

FIFA 1904 /
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A TOURNAMENT FOR CHAMPIONS...
AND FOR FANS

The Hermitage,
Saint Petersburg
One of the world’s
leading art museums.

Hosts Russia will be joined by World Cup

and that suits us,” said coach Anthony

appearances (seven) and also have the

holders Germany and the champions of

Hudson. On the flip side of the coin,

most titles to their name (four; 1997,

the six confederations – Cameroon,

however, is Cristiano Ronaldo, who is

2005, 2009, 2013).

Australia, Portugal, Mexico, New Zealand

aiming to fire Portugal to the title in their

and Chile – at the FIFA Confederations

debut Confederations Cup appearance.

This year’s Confederations Cup promises

Cup, which will be played in Russia from

“That would be a dream come true,”

to be a wonderful tournament for the

17 June to 2 July 2017 and is regarded as

admitted the Real Madrid star. Group B

teams’ fans too, who will be able to

a test run for the 2018 World Cup.

will see Cameroon, Chile, Australia and

take in matches and also discover a

Germany compete for two semi-final

spectacular country full of tradition and

The teams have already been drawn into

spots. Australia and Cameroon will go

history, with Saint Petersburg’s State

two groups and will do battle in Moscow,

into the tournament as outsiders, but

Hermitage Museum and Moscow’s

Saint Petersburg, Kazan and Sochi.

Chile have high hopes and expectations,

Bolshoi Theatre but two examples...

Group A will bring Russia, Mexico, New

with coach Juan Antonio Pizzi declaring:

Zealand and Portugal together. The

“We will play to win.”

14

outsiders, but they are also looking at

FIFA has organised this intercontinental

the Confederations Cup as a chance to

competition since 1997, initially every

show what they can do. “We are going

two years but only every four years

into the tournament as the smallest team

since 2005. Brazil have made the most

/ FIFA 1904

Ticketing information: https://tinyurl.com/lxq4b98.
All tournament details: https://tinyurl.com/con7pa.

Harry Engels / Getty Images

Annette Braun

Kiwis know all too well that they are the

Carlos Osorio, have an impressive pedigree
in both the World Cup (15 appearances to
date) and the Confederations Cup, having
featured in five of the seven editions played

Osorio has fielded 65 players in the current World Cup
qualifying campaign (and recent friendly matches),
only seven of whom have started every match.

since 1997, and even lifting the trophy on
home soil with a thrilling victory over Brazil
back in 1999.

TESTING THE WATER

gentleman’s bet with Javier Hernández,

to fight for each other on the pitch: “It’s

Astute tactician Osorio is, however, aware

who had backed Mexico to take six points

easier to win a game if it’s not just five, six

that his attack-minded team is not getting

from six in their March qualifiers. Osorio

or seven players working hard for the team,

any younger and is in need of some new

had – no doubt reluctantly – taken him up

but everyone.”

blood. The task ahead of him at the

on his bet, but he must have been more

moment is to bring some talented young-

than happy to see his team claim all points

sters into what is an established squad and

on offer.

Perikles Monioudis

hope that they will one day be able to
follow in the footsteps of the legendary

Mexico are a team in form and full of team

Rafael Márquez, a man who has appeared

spirit, and their opponents will certainly

in four World Cups. Osorio has fielded no

have to take them seriously at the Confed-

fewer than 65 different players in the

erations Cup – but only if, as Osorio says,

current World Cup qualifying campaign

their players understand that they will have

(and recent friendly matches), only seven
of whom have started every match.
Apart from 34-year-old goalkeeper Alfredo
Talavera, who is now Osorio’s first-choice
goalkeeper, all of those seven players ply
their trade in Europe: Héctor Moreno
(29, PSV Eindhoven), Miguel Layún (28,
FC Porto), Héctor Herrera (26, FC Porto),
the dangerous midfielder Andrés Guardado
(30, PSV Eindhoven), Diego Reyes (24, RCD
Espanyol) and Raúl Jiménez (25, Benfica).

WORLD CUP IN SIGHT
With the CONCACAF World Cup qualifiers
now heading into the home straight,
Mexico are sitting pretty at the top of the
group with their next three games at home.
It’s all looking good for El Tri, even though
they were pushed all the way by Trinidad
and Tobago in their most recent qualifier in
Port of Spain at the end of March before
ultimately running out 1-0 winners. Osorio
promptly emerged from the dressing room

imago

for the post-match press conference with a
new hairdo, freshly shorn after losing a

Tactician at work
Mexico coach Juan Carlos
Osorio is trying to bring
talented young players into
an established squad.
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Space to play
The daily grind is forgotten
as football takes over on
this pitch sandwiched
between blocks of London
flats (28 March 2017).

Clodagh Kilcoyne / Reuters
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Driven by e-motion.

plug-in

hybrid

electric

SOCIAL MEDIA
FIFA 1904 ASKED ON FACEBOOK AND TWITTER
“Who will win the FIFA U-20 World Cup Korea Republic 2017 and why?”

“I’M TIPPING FRANCE OR ARGENTINA TO NAB THE TITLE, BUT I TRULY BELIEVE THAT
THE ROUGHIE IS VANUATU: THEY HAVE REALLY NICE BEACHES AND THE WATER THERE
IS SO CLEAR AND THAT WILL GIVE THEM THE INSPIRATION TO BEAT ALL COMERS.”
Daniel Attenborough (Australia) on Facebook

“SAUDI ARABIA, BECAUSE THEY HAVE YOUNG PLAYERS BETTER THAN THE FIRST TEAM.”
Abod Ghamdi (Saudi Arabia) on Twitter

“ZAMBIA. THEY MAY BE LITTLE KNOWN IN YOUTH COMPETITIONS BUT I CAN ASSURE
YOU THEY HAVE WHAT IT TAKES AND WRITING THEM OFF WOULD BE A GRAVE SIN.”
Kampamba K Lubono (Zambia) on Facebook

“I WOULD SAY ARGENTINA HAVE A SQUAD THAT CAN WIN THE CHAMPIONSHIP...
THEY STRUGGLED UNTIL THE VERY LAST MINUTE TO QUALIFY FOR THIS COMPETITION,
BUT THIS WILL BE THEIR TURNING POINT TO CAPTURE THE TITLE...”

Getty Images (2)

Felix Waynando (Malaysia) on Facebook

“FRANCE WILL WIN THE TOURNAMENT. BECAUSE THEY HAVE THE LIKES OF KYLIAN MBAPPÉ,
JEAN-KÉVIN AUGUSTIN, LUCAS TOUSART AND CO. THAT CAN HURT OPPONENTS LIKE
THEY DID AT THE EUROPEAN U-19 CHAMPIONSHIPS WHICH THEY ENDED UP WINNING.
SO I AM TIPPING THEM TO WIN IT DUE TO IMMENSE TALENT OF THEIR SQUAD.”
Lloyd Boateng (England) on Facebook

FIFA 1904 /
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FIFA U-20 WORLD CUP

Goal machine Luther Singh celebrates one of his strikes against Angola in the semi-final of the 2016 COSAFA U-20 Cup (14 December 2016).
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NEW GENERATION
CALLING

South Africa have qualified for the U-20 World Cup for the first
time in eight years, and in Korea Republic they will be going all
out to reach the knockout stages.
By Annette Braun

In the football world, South Africa are

same youngsters who are now about to

commonly known as Bafana Bafana

take their first steps on the international

(“The Boys”), a nickname that dates back

stage in Korea Republic.

to 1992 when the gradual abolition of
apartheid saw them readmitted into

REACH FOR THE STARS

the international fold after nearly two

One of those talented youngsters who

decades in the wilderness. Their players

helped to fire South Africa to Korea

really were new kids on the block with

is Luther Singh who, like Khumalo, hails

very little experience, but they didn’t let

from Soweto, the biggest township in

that hold them back as just four years

the country. Unlike Khumalo, however,

later they proudly lifted the Africa Cup of

Singh has never played professionally in

Nations on home soil after defeating

his home country. As a kid, he followed

Tunisia 2-0 thanks to a brace from

the derbies between Kaizer Chiefs and

Mark Williams. They followed that up by

Orlando Pirates, one of the highlights of

qualifying for France ‘98 – their maiden

the year in Soweto, but he has never

World Cup – but although the boys had

played in the game himself.

by now become men, the team’s nickname
remains in place to this very day.

Instead, he joined the famous Stars of

Focused
Luther Singh in a duel with Lesotho’s
Mohai Mohai at the 2016 COSAFA U-20 Cup
(7 December 2016).

Africa academy in Johannesburg, an

THE CLASS OF ‘96

institution that focuses on producing

The players who stepped out in the South

rounded individuals both on and off the

Singh to spend a few months in Brazil in

Africa shirt all those years ago have long

pitch, at the age of 11, much earlier than

2013 so that he could focus on his foot-

since retired. Take Doctor Khumalo, or

most who follow the same path. Farouk

ball and gain experience of the wider

“16 Valve”, as the tireless Kaizer Chiefs

Khan, the academy director who obviously

world. After graduating from the academy

star was dubbed by fans, who not only

has a keen eye for talent, saw something

in 2015, Singh joined GAIS in Sweden

played in that memorable Cup of Nations

special in Singh even at that early age.

before making his next move, in January

triumph in Johannesburg in 1996 but also

Indeed it was Khan who encouraged

2017, to SC Braga in Portugal.

starred in South Africa’s very first match
back on the international scene, against
Cameroon in July 1992, when he sealed
victory with the only goal from the penalty

Muzi Ntombela / BackpagePix

spot.

24 TEAMS, 6 STADIUMS, 1 TROPHY

Fast-forward to 2017 and a new genera-

The 21st FIFA U-20 World Cup will take place in Korea Republic from 20 May to 11 June

tion of players is starting to emerge,

2017. Twenty-four teams have qualified for the event, which will see 52 matches played

youngsters who had only just been born

over three weeks to find out who will succeed Serbia, winners in 2015.

when South African football celebrated

There are six host cities – Cheonan, Daejeon, Incheon, Seogwipo, Jeonju and Suwon. The

its greatest day in 1996. The class of ‘96

list of participating teams includes Argentina, the most successful country at this age level

are still revered back home and are heroes

with six titles to their name, and two debutants in Vietnam and Vanuatu, two countries

and role models for the children who

that have yet to appear in any FIFA competition.
bra

were born in 1997 and 1998, those very
FIFA 1904 /
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VANUATU HUNGRY TO LEARN
The World Cup debutants are heading to the U-20 World Cup to pit their wits against so-called better teams.
And that’s exactly what this tournament is all about.
Michell Kaltack, an experienced defender

coach Etienne Mermer, himself a former

workshop with Dr Nick Kimber, who

currently plying his trade with Erakor

Vanuatu international who insists that the

believes that “It doesn’t have to be com-

Golden Star in the Vanuatu Premier League

upcoming tournament is a massive moment

plex. You don’t have to adopt a whole

and the OFC Champions League, certainly

in the history of Vanuatu football.

new way of eating, just make minor

knows what he is talking about when it

changes that can eventually lead to some

comes to football in the South Pacific island

Mermer is another who knows his oats as

great gains.” The same will no doubt be

state of Vanuatu. “We don’t take export

he was one of the players who made history

true for the team’s tactics in Korea be-

players as it helps us to improve the level

when Vanuatu defeated New Zealand 4-2

cause, on paper at least, the challenge

and show what Vanuatu can do,” he says.

in the qualifiers for the 2006 FIFA World

promises to be a daunting one, with

“We are constantly improving and sharing

Cup™ in Germany, and as a coach, he

Vanuatu FA President Lambert Maltock

our knowledge and that’s a good thing for

knows the importance of putting solid

comparing it to “small David versus three

us, the players, as well as the club and

defensive foundations in place, a strategy

giants like Goliath” before saying that

Vanuatu football in general.”

that almost saw his team qualify for the FIFA

“the boys will have the opportunity to test

U-20 World Cup in 2015. Vanuatu learnt

[themselves against] European football

There can be no disputing the fact that this

from that heartbreak, however, and after

with great Germany, [against] North

tiny country of 258,000 people has im-

victories over Fiji, Papua New Guinea and

American football with Mexico and

proved its footballing infrastructure in recent

New Caledonia in the group stage of the

[against] South American football with

years, with a well-run domestic league

2016 OFC U-20 Championship, they saw

Venezuela. What an opportunity!” And

championship in place and the U-20 national

off the Solomon Islands in the semi-finals

that’s exactly what global football devel-

team set to make its debut in Korea Republic

to secure their place at Korea 2017 before

opment is all about: every FIFA member

at FIFA’s biggest youth competition. And

slipping to a disappointing 5-0 defeat in

association has to have the chance to try

even though an “export coach” has been

the final at the hands of the Kiwis.

and qualify for a World Cup and to play

added to the coaching ranks for the U-20

against – and learn – from the best.
Vanuatu’s preparations for the World Cup

Gluščević, the team qualified under head

have taken in an OFC Academy nutrition

mpe

Gaining experience
Vanuatu are looking forward
to the FIFA U-20 World Cup.
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World Cup in the shape of Serbian Dejan

NINE GOALS FOR A WORLD CUP
Back in South Africa, Singh was seldom
the focus of attention purely because
he was playing abroad, but that all
changed when he was called up to the
U-20 national team and promptly scored
five goals at the 2016 COSAFA U-20
Championship and a further four at the
2017 Africa U-20 Cup of Nations, finishing
as top scorer in both competitions.
Now he is all set to be a key member of
the Amajita squad at Korea Republic,
when he and his team-mates will try to
become the first South African U-20 side
to survive a group stage outside of Africa.
So far, only one South African U-20 team
has made the round of 16, the 2009
vintage in Egypt.
All that being said, it certainly won’t be
easy for the kids of 1997/1998 to make
the leap and become the class of 2017,
particularly as they have been drawn

Positive energy
South Africa coach Thabo Senong issues instructions to his players during the final against Zambia
(16 December 2016).

against daunting opposition in the shape
of Japan, Italy and Uruguay. Coach Thabo
Now is the time for South Africa’s new

perience on his side. Since making a name

Cup, he said: “We have a difficult assign-

generation to show the world just what

for himself in the youth academies of

ment but I believe that once we have

they are capable of.

Orlando Pirates and Mamelodi Sundowns,

completed our preparation, we will be up

Senong has moved into international

for the task. I am looking forward to this

football as an assistant coach with the

great football spectacle and I can assure

senior men’s national team, and he was

the nation that we are not going there to

also part of the coaching staff for the

make up the numbers, we are going to

U-23 side that qualified for Rio 2016.

compete.”



After the draw for the FIFA U-20 World

Senong, however, has the weight of ex

Muzi Ntombela / BackpagePix

THE DRAW
GROUP A

GROUP B

GROUP C

GROUP D

GROUP E

GROUP F

Korea Republic

Venezuela

Zambia

South Africa

France

Ecuador

Guinea

Germany

Portugal

Japan

Honduras

United States

Argentina

Vanuatu

Iran

Italy

Vietnam

Saudi Arabia

England

Mexico

Costa Rica

Uruguay

New Zealand

Senegal
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FIRST LOVE
PLACE Hook of Holland, Netherlands
DATE 14 May 2015
TIME 17:40
PHOTOGRAPHER Peter de Krom
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FIFA/COCA-COLA MEN’S WORLD RANKING
Rank Team

Rank Team

+ / – Points

Rank Team

+ / – Points

Rank Team

+ / – Points

1 Brazil

1

1661

55 Slovenia

3

614

109 Canada

8

312

163 Cuba

-10

124

2 Argentina

-1

1603

55 Bulgaria

16

614

110 Jordan

5

311

164 Bhutan

13

123

3 Germany

0

1464

57 Panama

-4

607

111 Zimbabwe

-2

302

165 New Caledonia

2

121

4 Chile

0

1403

58 Venezuela

1

595

112 New Zealand

0

301

166 Kuwait

-1

120

5 Colombia

2

1348

59 Scotland

8

589

113 Sierra Leone

-18

300

166 Myanmar

6

120

6 France

0

1294

60 Uzbekistan

3

586

114 Oman

8

290

166 Gambia

13

120

7 Belgium

-2

1281

61 Russia

-1

561

115 Korea DPR

6

289

169 St Lucia

9

114

8 Portugal

0

1259

62 Montenegro

2

560

116 Equatorial Guinea

-6

287

170 Kosovo

-6

112

9 Switzerland

2

1212

63 Israel

-7

557

117 Rwanda

-24

285

170 Nepal

0

112

10 Spain

0

1204

64 South Africa

-2

539

118 Suriname

2

284

172 Barbados

-18

110

11 Poland

1

1183

65 Haiti

4

537

119 Iraq

3

278

173 Cambodia

0

108

12 Italy

3

1165

66 Albania

-12

533

120 Botswana

-4

276

174 Laos

-1

107

13 Wales

-1

1119

67 Armenia

18

527

120 Madagascar

17

276

175 Indonesia

-8

105

-18

103

-1

102

14 England

0

1103

68 Honduras

-3

524

122 Georgia

4

274

176 Grenada

15 Uruguay

-6

1097

69 Mali

-8

504

123 Yemen

25

266

177 St Vincent and the Grenadines

16 Mexico

1

1072

70 Curaçao

4

492

124 Latvia

-13

265

178 São Tomé e Príncipe

17 Peru

1

1042

71 Guinea

-1

474

124 Ethiopia

-20

265

18 Croatia

-2

1016

72 Uganda

2

463

124 Palestine

10

19 Egypt

1

910

73 Jamaica

3

458

127 Philippines

-3

20 Costa Rica

-1

902

74 United Arab Emirates

-6

453

128 Kyrgyzstan

-3

249

21 Iceland

2

872

74 Bolivia

23

453

129 Thailand

-2

245

22 Turkey

4

863

76 Trinidad and Tobago

7

446

130 Central African Republic

-22

239

23 USA

7

846

77 Faroe Islands

5

431

131 Niger

-2

23 Slovakia

2

846

78 Kenya

10

428

132 Bahrain

25 Ecuador

-3

839

78 Belarus

-6

428

133 FYR Macedonia

15

426

5

425

26 Northern Ireland

9

823

80 Syria

26 Republic of Ireland

-2

823

81 China PR

28 Iran

5

820

82 Cape Verde Islands

29 Bosnia and Herzegovina

0

815

83 Benin

30 Senegal

-2

805

31 Hungary

-4

-27

98

179 Vanuatu

0

94

265

180 Solomon Islands

8

92

251

181 Fiji

0

90

182 Malta

0

86

183 Guam

6

82

184 Macau

0

77

235

185 Bermuda

-2

75

-5

232

186 Dominica

-11

67

33

225

187 Andorra

13

66

134 Puerto Rico

11

221

188 Brunei Darussalam

-4

65

135 Tanzania

22

218

189 Liechtenstein

-5

64

-5

418

136 Vietnam

0

217

189 American Samoa

1

64

-17

396

137 Lebanon

18

216

189 Cook Islands

1

64

84 Gabon

3

392

138 Tajikistan

-5

203

189 Samoa

1

64

801

84 Congo

-6

392

139 Guyana

-8

194

193 Bangladesh

0

60

-11

792

86 Norway

-5

387

140 Turkmenistan

4

193

194 Djibouti

11

53

33 Cameroon

-1

779

87 Azerbaijan

2

386

141 Liberia

-39

192

195 Timor-Leste

-1

52

34 Sweden

11

768

88 Swaziland

10

378

141 Burundi

-2

192

196 Seychelles

-9

45

32 Netherlands

35 Burkina Faso

1

765

89 Qatar

-5

369

143 Comoros

-1

190

197 Mongolia

-1

34

36 Austria

-2

762

90 Mauritania

16

366

144 Angola

3

189

197 Sri Lanka

0

34

37 Ukraine

-6

761

91 Libya

1

361

145 Belize

7

188

199 US Virgin Islands

-4

26

38 Paraguay

5

738

92 Guatemala

-13

352

146 Luxembourg

-11

185

199 Montserrat

0

26

39 Greece

7

730

93 Antigua and Barbuda

-3

349

147 Dominican Republic

-18

184

201 Pakistan

40 Nigeria

1

726

94 Namibia

5

346

148 Lesotho

-7

181

41 Congo DR

-3

712

94 Guinea-Bissau

-14

346

149 Hong Kong

-7

42 Tunisia

-5

701

96 Cyprus

18

343

149 Chad

43 Korea Republic

-3

700

97 Finland

2

335

151 Maldives

44 Japan

7

685

97 Zambia

-7

335

152 Tahiti

45 Ghana

-2

682

99 St Kitts and Nevis

-26

334

153 Afghanistan

46 Czech Republic

-4

679

100 Malawi

3

333

47 Romania

-8

676

101 Nicaragua

17

48 Côte d’Ivoire

-1

672

101 Lithuania

49 Serbia

3

671

50 Australia

5

661

51 Denmark

-3
5

52 Saudi Arabia

26

+ / – Points

24

202 Turks and Caicos Islands

0

20

179

203 Cayman Islands

-2

13

1

179

204 San Marino

-1

12

-11

175

205 British Virgin Islands

-1

5

-3

167

206 Anguilla

-1

0

3

161

206 Bahamas

-1

0

154 Sudan

-16

155

206 Eritrea

-1

0

331

154 South Sudan

13

155

206 Gibraltar

-1

0

6

331

156 Papua New Guinea

14

154

206 Somalia

-1

0

101 India

31

331

157 Malaysia

4

146

206 Tonga

-1

0

101 Estonia

18

331

158 Moldova

4

142

657

105 Kazakhstan

-11

325

159 Singapore

4

141

646

106 Mozambique

-1

323

160 Mauritius

-14

140

-6

320

161 Chinese Taipei

-2

136

4

317

162 Aruba

-2

127

53 Morocco

-4

633

107 Togo

54 Algeria

-4

628

108 El Salvador
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Selfie with the coach
The successful Tite poses
with some fans.

TITE CAPTURES
BRAZILIAN HEARTS
Calm and unassuming, the sort of

panache is no longer out of favour.

manager who prefers to while away the

A recent survey revealed that some

evening fine-tuning his team selection

20 per cent of Brazilians would vote for

while his contemporaries enjoy a glass

Tite as president.

LEADER
BRAZIL (up 1)
MOVES INTO TOP TEN
SWITZERLAND (9th, up 2)
MOVES OUT OF TOP TEN
URUGUAY (15th, down 6)
MATCHES PLAYED IN TOTAL
129

of wine by the fireside, Adenor Leonardo
Bacchi is not your average national

The Brazilians’ outstanding run is

hero. But then, not everyone wins their

reflected in the FIFA/Coca-Cola World

first seven World Cup qualifiers as

Ranking, which reveals that they have

coach of Brazil, something Tite, the

leapfrogged arch-rivals Argentina to

moniker by which he is known in his

take the top spot, and lead by an

homeland, has managed to achieve

impressive 58 points. World champions

with the minimum of fuss. It’s just the

Germany and Copa América holders

tonic that the country needs in these

Chile remain in third and fourth place

turbulent times, the Seleção‘s return to

respectively – two teams that might not

winning ways bringing the smiles back

have endeared you to a Brazilian had

to the faces of their legions of fans after

you mentioned them in the past couple

the disappointments of recent years.

of years, but thanks to Tite, all that is

The team are the first to qualify for
Nelson Almeida / AFP

BIGGEST MOVE BY POINTS
BRAZIL (up 127 points)
BIGGEST MOVE BY RANKS
FYR MACEDONIA (up 33 ranks)
BIGGEST DROP BY POINTS
LIBERIA (down 146 points)
BIGGEST DROP BY RANKS
LIBERIA (down 39 ranks)

changing.
Russia 2018, the hosts aside, but more

MOST MATCHES PLAYED
DJIBOUTI (4 matches)

Alan Schweingruber

than that, Tite has managed to reestablish Brazil’s reputation for flowing
football by paying more than lip service
to o jogo bonito (“the beautiful game”);

http://www.fifa.com/worldranking
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THE INTERVIEW

Performance is all that matters
Stéphanie Frappart wants more
opportunities for women in football.
28
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“THE MAIN THING
IS TO PERFORM
AT YOUR BEST OUT
IN THE MIDDLE”
Stéphanie Frappart, a referee at the FIFA Women’s World Cup
Canada 2015™ and at the Women’s Olympic Football Tournament
in Rio in 2016, reflects on her journey, her experiences,
the difference between refereeing in men’s and women’s football,
the improved standard of refereeing in the women’s game in
France, and her personal ambitions.

Alain Jocard / AFP

By Giovanni Marti

FIFA 1904: Let’s start with a flashback.
What are your memories of the FIFA Women’s
World Cup in Canada in 2015?
Stéphanie Frappart: It was an unforgettable
experience. To take part in the world’s biggest
football tournament was something else, and
what’s more, it was my first FIFA competition.
FIFA did everything it could to ensure that
we had the best possible working conditions,
with seminars and every tool we could possibly
need – technical, tactical, psychological and
physical – so that we would be ready for the
big kick-off. I was in charge of two matches,
and in one of them, I had to make some big
decisions. I have some great memories of my
match between the USA and Colombia.
You’ve had quite a career so far. What has
helped you to become a top FIFA referee?
I think I can say I have come quite a long way
since I started my career. The progress I have
FIFA 1904 /
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made was made possible by the refereeing
seminars that I attended in France, at FIFA
and at UEFA, which improved my ability from a
technical, tactical and physical point of view so
that I could produce better performances on
the pitch. The main thing is to perform at your
best out in the middle.
Is women’s refereeing in France keeping
pace with the women’s game?
Yes, I think that you can see that the standard
of refereeing is improving in line with the
progress being made in the women’s game in
general. After France did well at the 2011
Women’s World Cup in Germany, the French FA
launched a development programme for the
whole of women’s football in the country –
players, referees and coaches. This whole
initiative is getting stronger and stronger and
we hope it is going to continue with the FIFA
Women’s World Cup 2019 taking place on
French soil.

What exactly can we look forward to in your
country two years from now?
It’s the Women’s World Cup, the best women’s
football tournament anywhere! Our boys
played in France just last year at EURO 2016
and the whole country really got behind them.
The atmosphere in the stadiums was fantastic.
I am sure that the FIFA Women’s World Cup
2019 will be a big success for the development
of women’s football. This World Cup is coming
at just the right time for the women’s game
in France. Our FA’s development programme
is paying off. More and more people are
watching women’s football matches on TV,
and the French national women’s team plays
to packed houses. There is a genuine passion
for the game, and it’s growing all the time.
30
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NAME: Stéphanie Frappart
BORN: 14 December 1983 in Val-d’Oise
NATIONALITY: French
REFEREEING CAREER: Women’s World Cup Canada 2015 (2 matches);
Women’s Olympic Football Tournament Rio 2016 (2); UEFA Women’s Champions League (10);
men’s Ligue 2 in France since 2014/15 (45) (information correct up to 13 April 2017)

Alain Jocard / AFP

“I want to make it to the top,
just like all athletes. You have
to believe in your dreams.”

“If you prove that you are out there on merit and that you
make the right decisions, they respect you, and this certainly
increases the level of respect between men and women.”

For you personally though, the further
Les Bleues get, the less chance you’ll have
to referee matches.
True, we’re all competitors and we all want to
go as far as we can in the tournament, but we
also all know that as referees, we rely not only
on our performances but also on the success
of our countries’ teams. I can only concentrate
on how I do out on the pitch – the rest is out
of my hands.
Which are more difficult to referee, men’s or
women’s matches? You’ve been in charge of
both, and to quite a high level too – virtually
professional.
It’s different. They’re starting to level out, but
it’s more physical where men are concerned,
there are more fouls and cynical play, so you
can’t treat the players in the same way.
With women, there’s more discipline and the
tactics are different. They have a different
playing philosophy, which appeals more to fans
of the game.
You’re known to be a quiet person, but
everywhere you go to officiate matches, you
are respected, especially in men’s games.
If you prove that you are out there on merit
and that you make the right decisions, they
respect you, and this certainly increases the
level of respect between men and women.
Okay, men still challenge decisions, but they
are less aggressive towards a female referee
in terms of their language, attitude, gestures
and general demeanour.

What is the nicest thing that has happened
to you in a football match?
Coming off the pitch to applause from players,
coaches and spectators – having that recognition of your ability is highly rewarding.

Men referee more elite matches than women
and they are under a certain level of pressure,
so we talked about the solutions that they
come up with on the pitch. These seminars
definitely help us to progress and develop a lot.

And the worst?
You still hear sexist remarks during matches,
and that’s really disappointing in this day and
age. Once, when I arrived at the stadium for a
match in my region and told them that I was
the referee, they said that a woman referee
was “as bad as you could get”.

What do you have lined up between now
and 2019?
There’s a great UEFA tournament coming up in
July, the Women’s EURO in the Netherlands.
I hope to put in some good performances there
and enjoy them. And we’re already preparing
for the 2019 Women’s World Cup, so I will be
very busy, but it will also be very exciting.

Did you laugh it off?
I think you have to step back from the situation
and say to yourself: “Today’s going to be a
good match.” Then you put it to the back of
your mind and go out and do your job.
Do you think that women are ready to
officiate at a men’s World Cup?
I think and hope that one day that moment will
come! There needs to be a greater appreciation
of the role of women in football.
Are you ready for it?
The expectations of women should be the
same as for men from a physical, technical and
tactical perspective.

And what about the French Ligue 1?
I certainly hope to referee in that league one
day. I’m no different to any other competitor in
that respect, I want to make it to the top. You
have to take it one step at a time and not try to
run before you can walk: just get as much
experience as possible and do the best you can
on the pitch.
Do you dream of refereeing a PSG match at
the Parc des Princes?
No chance, I’m French and from Paris! [laughs]
But like any athlete, I want to reach the highest
level – I just need time and a bit more experience. Step by step, I’ll get there. You have to
believe in your dreams!

What did you get out of the recent combined
(male and female) FIFA refereeing seminars?
The main thing was the discussions we had
using videos, when we shared our experiences.
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THEN

1953
BLACKPOOL, ENGLAND

Popperfoto / Getty Images

The legendary Stanley Matthews enjoys a spot of tennis with the family at home.
His son Stanley junior went on to become a professional tennis player.
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NOW

2016
OEIRAS, PORTUGAL

Gualter Fatia / Getty Images

How to become European champions: Eliseu, Nani, José Fonte and Vieirinha (left to right)
prepare for EURO 2016 at the “Cidade do Futebol” complex.
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WOMEN’S FOOTBALL

DREAMING
OF THE TITLE

The FIFA Women’s World Cup 2019™ will kick off in France in just two years’ time. The host nation is full
of anticipation – and the host team’s preparations for its tilt at the title are already going very well indeed.
By Annette Braun

In the spring of 1942, the French writer

came into being, the unique tale of the

a flower. The story has since sold over

Antoine de Saint-Exupéry and his publisher

curly-haired boy who leaves home to

80 million copies and remains one of the

Curtice Hitchcock were talking over lunch.

discover the world after an argument with

most-read books in the world.

As they chatted, Hitchcock noticed that
Saint-Exupéry was busily doodling on his

should publish a fairytale about it. That,

“We have to win trophies.
That way, people will see that
women’s football has no need
to stand in the shadows.”

so the story goes, is how The Little Prince

Wendie Renard

napkin where, pen stroke by pen stroke,
a boy was being brought to life. Hitchcock
was so enchanted by this little figure that
he suggested to Saint-Exupéry that he

Antoine de Saint-Exupéry grew up in the
Presqu’île area in the centre of Lyon, in a
street that now bears his name, not far
from where Olympique Lyonnais Féminin
began a fairytale journey of their own –
one that aims to emulate the success of
Saint-Exupéry’s masterpiece.

ESTABLISHED AT THE TOP TABLE
Recent developments in France have
helped women’s football there to become
world class. It may sound fairytalesque,
but it’s rooted in hard work and an
elaborate and forward-thinking plan put
in place by clubs like Olympique Lyonnais
a few years ago. The aim? To win trophies.
And to attract attention. Wendie Renard,
captain of Olympique Lyonnais’s women’s
team and France, puts it simply: “We have
to win trophies. That way, people will see
that women’s football has no need to
stand in the shadows.”
Winning trophies – clearly that’s what
every player in competitive sport wants to
achieve. At the end of the day, those
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trophies are the physical embodiment of
what will be remembered and what will
still be there to be seen when the curtain

AFP

Flying high
Wendie Renard has played for Olympique Lyonnais’s women’s team since 2006,
winning ten French league titles and three UEFA Women’s Champions Leagues.

Brendan Smialowski / AFP

Beaming winners
The French women’s national team cemented their status as one of the favourites for the Women’s EURO 2017 by winning the SheBelieves Cup in March.

comes down on a career. At Lyon, though,

Looking at the success enjoyed by Lyon’s

too, the UEFA Women’s Champions

trophies have achieved an extra, plan-

women’s team, it’s fair to say the

League has two French teams in the

related significance. The aim is for

commitment to women’s football and the

semi-finals, in the shape of Lyon and Paris

women’s football to take its place in the

dedication of the club has paid off so far.

Saint-Germain, which gives an indication

media spotlight of the nation’s top sport-

The team has won the national champion-

of the direction in which women’s football

ing events and ultimately deliver payback.

ship every year for the last ten years.

is heading internationally.

This doesn’t just mean prestige, but also

What’s more, the club has also been

money. Thus, behind Lyon’s women’s team

victorious in the Champions League, most

This dominance at club level also has an

project is the kind of business plan that

recently beating VfL Wolfsburg 4-3 on

impact on the French national team, which

was previously in place for the men’s team.

penalties in last season’s final. This season,

is predominantly made up of players from
FIFA 1904 /
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Lyon and PSG. And this durability at the
very top level is raising French hopes. For
the European Championship, which will be
held in the Netherlands in the summer,
and for the home World Cup, which will
be kicking off in a couple of years. At that
point – if not before – the national team
is expected to bear the fruits of the dayto-day work taking place in the clubs.
Just what an impact winning a World Cup
on home soil can have was shown by
the men’s team and their victorious tournament in 1998. It was a sporting success
that seemed to lift the entire nation. The
heroes of that team – the likes of Zinédine
Zidane and Thierry Henry – are still revered
to this day, while the then President
Jacques Chirac went as far as to say that
France had “rediscovered its soul” through
its triumph on home soil.

“Winning the SheBelieves Cup
has allowed us to build up some
confidence.”

Stéphane Mantey / Presse Sports

Olivier Echouafni

Sights set on France 2019
Olivier Echouafni, coach of the French women’s national team since September 2016, has big targets.

Coach Olivier Echouafni’s team is among

difficult times to come in the coming

the favourites not only for the European

months, but this gives us a great set of

Championship but also for that home

foundations to work on,” was Echouafni’s

In that year – 1998 – Wendie Renard was

World Cup, a status they proved them-

matter-of-fact appraisal of the situation.

eight years old and leaving her Caribbean

selves deserving of at the SheBelieves Cup

island home of Martinique to head to

in the United States in early March, when

In Antoine de Saint-Exupéry’s The Little

metropolitan France. She told her mother,

they met Germany, England and the hosts.

Prince, the question “Weren’t they happy,

with assertive foresight, that a Les Bleues

With the top four teams in the world

where they were?” is met with the

jersey would one day soon be hers. And

ranking represented, the level of competi-

response “People are never happy where

Renard was true to that promise.

tion obviously could not have been any

they are.” In other words, the high points

higher. And France came out on top. They

are still to come. And, across France,

VICTORY IN THE SHEBELIEVES CUP

beat the World Cup holders and defending

the anticipation of those high points has

France are currently regarded as one of

champions the USA 3-0, and wrapped up

only just begun.

the best teams in the world to watch.

the cup with a 2-1 defeat of England. They

Renard and her team-mates represent a

only failed to beat the world’s no. 1 team

kind of football that is capable of inspiring

and Olympic champions Germany, a game

people because it’s all about creativity

that ended in a goalless draw.

and scoring goals. So, the omens couldn’t
look any better for a festival of football in

So, recent months couldn’t really have

the summer of 2019 to entice the fans into

gone any better for French football, could

the stadiums in their hordes and cement

they? “Winning the SheBelieves Cup has

women’s football’s place in the public

allowed us to build up some confidence.

consciousness.

We know that there will definitely be more

Full information on the FIFA Women’s World Cup 2019™
can be found on www.fifa.com.
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DEBATE

DEVELOPING
THE GAME TOGETHER
The income generated by the FIFA World Cup™ must have one single beneficiary:
the game of football. FIFA’s mission is to promote the game across the whole globe,
and for that it counts heavily on the 211 member associations. This synergic relationship is at the heart of FIFA’s groundbreaking development plan, the FIFA Forward
Programme.
With the Forward Programme, FIFA’s investment in football development has more
than tripled. Funds are granted in an intelligent and effective way, and directed at
projects tailor-made for each member association.
Every project is governed by a contract of agreed objectives between FIFA and the
respective member association, and a strict compliance mechanism ensures that the
money is used where and how it should be. This means more investment, providing

THIS IS HAPPENING

56

PROJECTS UNDER THE FIFA
FORWARD PROGRAMME WERE
APPROVED BY THE DEVELOPMENT
COMMITTEE AT ITS MEETING IN
ZURICH ON 28 MARCH.

more impact and under more oversight.

FIFA FORWARD / FINANCIAL SUPPORT PER MEMBER ASSOCIATION

BEFORE
USD 1.6 MILLION
EVERY FOUR YEARS
38
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FIFA FORWARD
USD 5 MILLION EVERY
FOUR YEARS

PRESIDENT´S MESSAGE

THE CONGRESS IS
A GREAT OCCASION
FOR FIFA TO LISTEN
If you read the FIFA Statutes, they define the Congress as
the organisation’s supreme and legislative body.
Well, that it certainly is, but it is also a lot more.
For me, the Congress is a great occasion for FIFA to listen.
An occasion for us to exercise what must be at the institution’s very core: we are the world governing body of
football and, as such, our raison d’être must be to serve
our members in their efforts to develop the game. All our
211 member associations saw this for themselves during
the first series of FIFA Executive Football Summits: FIFA is
there for them, and it is willing to listen.
This openness is one of the pledges I committed to last
year in Mexico. It is one of the several words and concepts
that FIFA has been working hard to translate into concrete
actions. The statutory reforms are being duly implemented.
The organisation is being restructured and streamlined – it
is becoming more efficient. The presence of women, on
and off the pitch, is valued like never before.
And, most importantly, the FIFA Forward Programme is here;
it is a reality. Fifty-six projects have already been approved
and will be the first tangible evidence of a much more
efficient approach to developing football across the globe.
The 67th FIFA Congress in Manama, on 11 May, is the time
to review what has been done and agree on where – and
how – we go from here. It is a joint effort. FIFA must be
the place that 211 member associations call their home, and
the Congress must symbolise that like no other occasion.

Lukas Mäder / 13 Photo

With my best wishes, Gianni Infantino
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FIFA WORLD FOOTBALL MUSEUM

FIFA-Museum

A 36-STEP DREAM
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Feel like you’re in a real players’ tunnel. The FIFA World
Football Museum has managed to create an elegant way
to get between two large exhibition spaces.
By Alan Schweingruber

Steven Gerrard didn’t think it was funny. He held out a hand to a
young mascot in the players’ tunnel, expecting the boy to be
pleased to shake it – but instead the youngster left him hanging
and thumbed his nose at him. This handshake snub stunt was a
few years ago now, but Gerrard – retired these days – will have
to put up with the video a while longer as it’s still generating hits
on YouTube. Usually, these recordings from the players’ tunnel
are somewhat lumpen affairs, with everyone looking happy and
embracing in front of the cameras as if they were at the airport,
about to set off on a two-year round-the-world trip.
The atmosphere in the tunnel between the ground-floor exhibition
space and the one on the floor below at the FIFA World Football
Museum also gives you a taste of the wide world out there. It is a
steep stairway down that leads visitors down three lots of 12 steps
– including two stops on the way. These are little breathing spaces
that are intended to be used – this is a recreation of the famous
players’ tunnel. If you close your eyes, you can see them before you
– the two captains with colourful team pennants in their hands,
the enormous gum-chewing goalkeeper who likes to lead the team
out to demonstrate his presence. In the middle, the referee and
his assistants, clad in yellow. They do not have any decisions to
make just yet. The anthem echoes, then, on the referee’s signal,
the teams enter the stadium.

Through the speakers can be heard the
voices of men and women, girls and boys.
The recordings document real football in
what feels like a thousand languages.
NOISES FROM A KICK-ABOUT
¡Adelante! Torn from your dream, the tunnel is filled with loud but
entertaining sounds as you head down the museum’s 36 steps.
It’s not olé-olé, nor some samba that you once swayed along to
at a beach bar somewhere. No, things are kept authentic – real,
Stairway into the depths
Common and exotic
football expressions
adorn the tunnel wall in
the museum.

even – as if you really were on your way from the muggy changing
rooms to the noisy crowd. Through the speakers can be heard
the voices of men and women, girls and boys. The recordings
document real football in what feels like a thousand languages.
FIFA 1904 /
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FIFA PARTNER

Shouts, exclamations, cries, whistles; casual, mean, encouraging,
witty. And one thing again and again: children. Children who are
having fun somewhere in the world on a patch of grass or sand,
and maybe just getting to know the game. ¡Tira! Shoot!
At first, the babble of languages may sound inharmonious, like a
mismatched mix of La Bohème and Bruno Mars. But if you tune out
all the shouting and stop trying to listen, something remarkable
happens: your ear automatically filters out everything except your
own language. Only now, when you’re consciously not listening,
do you hear the old tried and trusted expressions, the ones that
accompanied you on your own journey to becoming a footballer.

EXOTIC FOOTBALLING TERMS
And if you never quite made it to the professional ranks, then
at least once in your life you get to experience walking out through
the tunnel like the biggest names in the game. The whole experience is also backed up visually. Football expressions common
and exotic leap out from the wall of the tunnel in bold letters.
A teenager from Italy spontaneously grabs his smartphone. What
is he googling? Maybe piłka, which is Polish for ball. Or hors-jeu,
offside, which possibly cost France or Germany the European
Championship title. One word that definitely needs looking up is
Füdlipass, the Swiss-German term for a badly failed attempt at a
pass. And more of a concept: the Mexican wave, which got its
name at the 1986 FIFA World Cup™ in Mexico.
When you get to the bottom, one foot is already in the historic part
of the museum. Now things really get going. A few steps further
and the babble of voices disappears, replaced by soft music. You
enter a high-ceilinged room full of mirrors and display cabinets.
There are historic objects and large touchscreens throughout the
room that offer an answer to nearly any question. Except perhaps

Adrenaline
Two teams shortly before
walking out onto the pitch:
top, the England national
team in San Marino
(November 1993) and, below,
the Germany women’s
team at the World Cup in
Canada (June 2015).

this one: what is Steven Gerrard actually doing now? Answer:
he works as a coach at Liverpool’s academy. Ambitious youngsters
Bob Thomas / Getty Images, Lars Baron / FIFA via Getty Images

there be warned: no thumbing your nose at him!

VISIT BY KOREA REPUBLIC STAR
In March, Korea Republic football idol Ahn Jung-hwan visited the
permanent exhibition with friends, where he relived his legendary
golden goal against Italy in the quarter-finals of the 2002 World
Cup (Korea Republic finished 4th) one more time. “The finals in
Korea and Japan changed everything. Being here in the museum,
I’m getting great feelings,” the 41-year-old said. Ahn played
71 times for Korea Republic, scoring 17 goals.
F04
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11 MILLIMETRES

THE BALL IS
ROLLING – ACTION!
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HO

En un momento dado Just like Johan Cruyff (documentary, Spain, 2004).

No Babies on the Field Newly-single Wyne founds a football team (feature film, the Netherlands, 2015).

HO

With almost 60 films from all over
the world, this year’s 14th edition
of the international football film
festival 11mm in Berlin proved
once again that football brings
people together, profoundly and
everywhere.
By Perikles Monioudis

Football and film are a thousand times

is far from a rarity these days, just think of

intertwined. Both evoke strong emotions,

tiki-taka. In fact, the idea has taken root

and both define themselves via the

that football needs to be beautiful, elegant

successful interplay of form and content.

and smart if it is to be successful at all – at

In football, there’s a clear objective: when

the very least, kick and rush just isn’t

you’re already on the pitch and giving

enough to win the hearts and minds of

everything, you also want to win. Yet, the

fans these days.

manner in which you win a game is not
entirely unimportant. Indeed, playing in a

Film, in the shape of feature films, has a

way that is both successful and beautiful

run time of at least 90 minutes – another

FIFA 1904 /
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11 MILLIMETRES

“THE WIDER THE SPECTRUM, THE BETTER”
Andreas Leimbach is a founding member of 11mm who, together with Birger Schmidt and Christoph Gabler,
forms the management of the festival. He spoke to FIFA 1904 on the margins of the festival.

The main venue
for 11mm
The legendary
Babylon cinema
in Berlin’s Mitte
district.

How has the festival developed?
At the beginning we were asked how long
we would go on for. That was because we
began with British football films, moved on
to European football films in the second year
and in 2006, with the World Cup here in
Germany, showed football films from all over
the world. So how could we follow that?
Well, a batch of football films – of football
culture – reached us, and we knew that
there would never be a shortage of good
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football films. And then we were joined by
the author of a football film encyclopaedia
with more than a thousand entries...
What criteria are used to select the films?
Football has to play a key role in the film –
it’s not enough for a football match to
appear briefly. Next, the film must be of
good quality. Lots of candidate films are
shot with a great deal of passion, but not
in professional conditions – for example
in small clubs, basically, and really very
lovingly. Sometimes the decision-makers
are split on whether we should actually
include them in the festival or not. However,
we don’t want to unsettle our audience
with major variations in quality.

Who selects the festival entries?
Each film that applies is viewed by at least
two members of the festival management.
In the event of doubt, all three of us
watch it. A small circle of people make the
decision. In essence: we’re open, and the
wider the spectrum, the better!
Andreas Leimbach was speaking
to Perikles Monioudis

Stefanie Fiebrig

Mr Leimbach, how did 11mm come about?
We started in 2004 with 11 British football
films and quickly established that there
was an interest out there among the public.
The project was fun from the outset.

thing it has in common with football. In
film, too, form and content are closely
interlinked. A war film is generally not a
crime drama or a comedy, and vice versa.
Accordingly, the filming techniques used
tend to reflect the subject matter. The
“objective” of a film consists of getting
the audience to the point where they feel
a connection with what they are watching.
Football’s goal is no different, and its
success in doing so could hardly be any
more clearly demonstrated than by the
tens of thousands who gather in stadiums
and the millions upon millions who follow
games on their TVs and smartphones.
Inside a Volcano The rise of the Icelandic national team (documentary, Iceland, 2016).

VOLCANOES AND ELEPHANTS
The international football film festival
11mm hit screens across Berlin for the 14th
time from 30 March to 3 April. A project
of the sport and cultural association Brot
und Spiele, 11mm has been presented by
the cultural foundation of the German
Football Association (DFB) for the last
couple of years. Almost 60 short and
feature films were selected for the festival
this year, to be shown at three Berlin
locations. The festival kicked off with
Sævar Guðmundsson’s Inside a Volcano –
The Rise of Icelandic Football, which was
very well received. The documentary
charts the reasons behind the success of

Shooting for Socrates Comedy set in Belfast in 1986 (feature film, UK, 2014).

the surprise package of UEFA EURO 2016,
Iceland. The team’s coach, Heimir Hallgrímsson, was in the audience.
The main prize, however, was destined for
someone else: film-maker Angel ChowToun. Her documentary, L’éléphant chéri, is
a portrayal of star forward Salomon Kalou.
The Ivorian – a UEFA Champions League
winner with Chelsea now playing for
Hertha Berlin – does a lot of charity work
off the pitch. The world premiere of the
German production You’ll never walk
HO (3)

alone by André Schäfer also garnered a lot
of praise. In the film, top German actor
Joachim Król traces the roots of the song

Refugee 11 Abdullah has terrifying images he cannot get out of his mind (documentary, Germany, 2016).
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En un momento dado Johan Cruyff’s favourite phrase, meaning “At any given moment” (documentary, Spain, 2004).

accommodation is also horrific. The exis-

coach – who washes all the team’s kit

Liverpool’s Anfield home and whose story

tential social power that football possesses

at home – exhorts one of his players to

began in 1909 and led from New York’s

is particularly evident in precisely such

“Concentrate!”. In football, you have

Broadway to Europe. Incidentally, the

cases.

to have your head on the game, to
concentrate fully on the moment. It’s

current Liverpool manager, Jürgen Klopp,

HO

also makes an appearance in the film.



that has long been the stadium anthem of

One scene in the film takes place in a

the only way to be clear-headed. And

minibus heading to an away game, where

that’s something that is not only needed

BEING CLEAR-HEADED

an African refugee, Abdullah Youla Daffe

in the day-to-day life of a refugee.

The recurrent themes in this year’s 11mm

from Guinea, says that the team winning

included fleeing, exclusion and poverty,

their previous game had given him his first

Alongside the separate children’s and

which were depicted together in a number

moment of happiness for a long, long

young people’s programme 11 millimetres,

of the films. One example of this was Antje

time. Happiness – a feeling that many of

there was also an homage to Johan

Boehmert and Jean Boué’s documentary

the players of 1. SC Germania Erftstadt-

Cruyff, where the legend of the Dutch

Refugee 11, which follows refugees in

Lechenich IV had practically forgotten until

superstar was retold via a number of

Germany in their attempts to find happi-

they were invited to football training and

short and also longer films. Here too, a

ness again and establish a social network

then repeatedly reminded by text message

truth shone through – that football can

through football.

not to fail to turn up to the next training

move people deeply, and at its best is

session or match. This football project is

one thing: beautiful!

There is one thing the refugees have in

also supported by refugees who have

excess – time. The vast majority of them

made it through to the professional ranks,

must deal with the experiences and ordeals

such as the Serb Neven Subotić of Bundes

of their flight from their home countries

liga side 1. FC Köln and the Ghanaian-born

alone, something which undoubtedly not

former German international Gerald

all of them manage. Often having narrowly

Asamoah. Alongside the impressive

escaped death in their intrepid flight, they

moments of coming together for league

are haunted by terrifying images; yet

games on the pitch and the light shed

according to the refugees from 15 nations

on how these individuals live, the scenes

in the film, the loneliness and simultaneous

in the film that are particularly worth

total lack of any private space in their

watching are those where the amateur
FIFA 1904 /
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“Eat my shorts!”
Ajax, a Düsseldorf police dog, takes
a bite out of the shorts of Dieter
Wöske, Fortuna Düsseldorf’s left
winger. Wöske escaped unscathed –
unlike Fortuna, who fell to a 4-3 home
defeat at the hands of FC Cologne in
front of 56,000 fans (5 April 1959).
Press Association / EMPICS
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STATISTICS

THE STARS OF
TOMORROW
WORLD FOOTBALL’S GOVERNING BODY
HAS HELPED TO ORGANISE THE

BLUE STARS/FIFA YOUTH CUP
SINCE 1991. THE ANNUAL TOURNAMENT,
WHICH WAS LAUNCHED BY FC BLUE STARS IN

1939, BRINGS TOGETHER THE BEST YOUNG
PLAYERS FROM AROUND THE WORLD.

LAST YEAR GRASSHOPPER CLUB ZURICH
LIFTED THE PRESTIGIOUS TROPHY, WHICH
WEIGHS IN AT 6.5KG. THIS YEAR’S
TOURNAMENT WILL BE PLAYED ON

24 AND 25 MAY 2017.

THE COMPETITION
HAS BEEN HELD

39

78 TIMES

SO FAR, AND
DIFFERENT TEAMS
HAVE TRIUMPHED.
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FC SÃO PAULO
MADE HISTORY IN 1999
BY BECOMING THE FIRST
NON-EUROPEAN CLUB
TO CLAIM THE TITLE.

MANCHESTER
UNITED

HAVE WON THE MOST
TITLES (18), MOST
RECENTLY IN 2005.

Illustration: Julien Pacaud
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German journalist is said to have used the
word “Jahrhundertspiel” (game of the
century) in his report in 1970. Then other
journalists started to use it too. And so
on and so forth. It remains a powerful
expression. A search for the term “Jahr
hundertspiel” even returns a three page
Wikipedia entry on the game. The opinions
about it are controversial, as the World
Cup semi final between West Germany and
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By Alan Schweingruber

Superlatives time and time again. One

-

In extra time in the semi-final
of the 1970 World Cup, it was
like West Germany and Italy
were playing in a trance. There
were five goals in 16 minutes.
What was going on?

-

IN A TRANCE-LIKE STATE

HISTORY

Estadio Azteca, Mexico
The Italians celebrate with Gianni Rivera,
who has just made it 4-3 (111’) in front of
102,000 fans. West Germany goalkeeper
Sepp Maier shows his frustration after
conceding the goal, and on the right is
captain Franz Beckenbauer, who played
with a dislocated shoulder.

A crazy game.
Eventually Italy won 4-3.
And Gerd Müller had
lost 4.5 kg in weight.

Italy was nothing particularly special in

Müller’s statement a few decades after-

TWO GLASSES OF WHISKY A DAY

terms of quality. So what did it have? It was

wards went something like: “I could still

The key word is draining: Mexico City and

a crazy game with seven goals, five of

go mad today. I will never recover from the

its Estadio Azteca stand at an imposing

which came in extra time. A game that was

loss to the Italians.” Four days after the

2,300 metres (7,382 feet) above sea level.

over several times, and yet time and again

historic semi-final, Brazil beat Italy in the

A unique atmosphere, in a stadium bathed

it was back on. Eventually Italy won 4-3.

final. That was a psychological concession

in sunshine. But anyone who has spent a

And Gerd Müller had lost 4.5kg in weight.

to the Germans at least, as most people

few days in the Alps knows exactly what

who can still remember the semi-final

happens at altitude. Your pulse rises, your

He had sweated four and a half kilos!

today mainly remember the draining and

breath gets short and your legs get tired.

That sounds pretty heroic. Someone who

thrilling game itself rather than the result.

Even if your body is used to the thin air – or

showed such dedication surely cannot lose.

rather only seems like it is – your blood will
FIFA 1904 /
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still be lacking oxygen. Some teams’ pre
parations for the 1970 World Cup were
-

downright awe inspiring. Bulgaria, for
example, started their altitude training half
a year (!) before the tournament. In the
Mexican hotels, the players clung to their
oxygen cylinders every day. It didn’t help
too much – the Eastern Europeans went
out in the group stage.
-

By contrast, Helmut Schön channelled

And Müller again
The striker equalises in the 110th minute to make it 3 3 – and gives the West Germans hope again.

Robert Mitchum: a glass of whisky at
breakfast and another at dinner. That was
his serious advice to the players in 1970 to
counteract the dreaded travellers’ diarrhoea
while abroad. The Germans actually remained
healthy throughout the entire tournament.
-

Almost healthy, that is: the much heralded
game of the century against Italy is always
accompanied by the same pictures of Franz
Beckenbauer, who had wrapped up his arm
in a sling. The normally elegant sweeper
played with a dislocated shoulder from the
65th minute onwards, pain etched on his
face. Time for a whisky, please.

SPECTACULAR TELEVISION AT ONE IN
THE MORNING
-

It was 1 0 to Italy, and it had remained that
Frustration
The crazy extra time period is over. West Germany’s Gerd Müller (l.) and Uwe Seeler in Italy shirts;
in white their team mate Hannes Löhr.
-

had already started giving his first interviews

-

way up to the 90th minute. Helmut Schön
at the side of the pitch. But while talking
to the reporter, he saw one of his players,

the pitch as the players fall to the ground,

In Italy and West Germany, where millions

the 20 outfield players jog across the pitch

exhausted. Does another coherent thought

of people were sitting in front of their

in the Mexican heat. Yet six minutes later,

enter their mind? Perhaps for the Italians.

televisions on a Wednesday night, the

West Germany level the game for the second

In four days against Brazil – back at the

clocks were already showing 00:45. No

time as Müller scores a header. The first

Estadio Azteca, once again in the thin air,

one expected the nerve racking events in

radio reporters can be heard expressing a

in the heat of the midday sun. Incidentally,

store for them before they went to bed.

desire to draw lots – they are that flustered

the South Americans won the final 4 1.

by it all. Drawing lots to reach the final?

Italy collapsed after 60 minutes. One game

The spectacular show went like this: Gerd

That is not an option for the players on the

of the century per World Cup is enough

Müller scores in the 95th minute to make it

pitch. The fight goes into the final round in

after all.

-

-

-

legend Gianni Rivera gets the ball, pulls the

players now make some dreadful errors. Italy

trigger from 12 yards out and finds the back

are the first to benefit and take the lead

of the net (111’) for a final score of 4 3.
-

front of 102,000 spectators. AC Milan

-

Popperfoto / Getty Images, imago

2 1, but Italy’s Tarcisio Burgnich hits back to
level straight away. It saps the energy. Some

-

When the whistle blows, the fans invade

seems to be the decider. In a trance like state,

-

again as Luigi Riva makes it 3 2 (104’). It

at 1 1 with the last attack of normal time.

-

Karl Heinz Schnellinger, tie the match up
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FIFA MEMBER ASSOCIATIONS
NAGANO AFC YOUTH PLAYER 2016

Fuka Nagano
of Japan.

2017 recorded a historic high

first time that the concepts

in sports television viewership.

and protocols of the new

More than 70 million people

Video Assistant Referee (VAR)

in China watched at least part

system, as well as the roles

of the game on television –

and responsibilities of referee

making it the highest sports

coaches, have been put

audience reach in 2017 and

together in a single pro-

one of the most watched

gramme in Asia. “Our referees

sports programmes on CCTV

have a key role to play in

in China over the past five

realising our future ambitions

years. AFC General Secretary

for Asian football and we will

Dato’ Windsor John said: “Asia

continue to invest in their

is home to the world’s largest

development to ensure that

football audience and this

they have the tools, education

historic achievement illustrates

and resources to meet the

the strides we are making to

demands of modern referee-

achieve the AFC’s vision and

ing,” said Hany Taleb Ballan,

mission to ensure football

deputy chairman of the AFC

remains the most popular

Referees Committee.

sport in the continent.”
The prodigiously

Golden Ball award – and

talented Fuka

become the first player to

Nagano received

appear in two FIFA U-17

her 2016 AFC Youth Player of

Women’s World Cups.

ADDITIONAL
ASSISTANT
REFEREES COURSE

the Year award at a ceremony

Asian refereeing passed

in Tokyo. Japan captain

another milestone at the AFC’s

Nagano fended off competition from Korea DPR’s Sung

HIGHEST 2017
SPORTS AUDIENCE

first-ever Additional Assistant
Referees (AAR) course in

Hyang-sim and compatriot

China PR’s 1-0 win

Doha, Qatar. The AAR system,

Hana Takahashi to be named

over Korea Republic

which aims to strengthen

the AFC Youth Player of the

in the 2018 FIFA

the support for referees and

Year following her sterling

World Cup Russia™

enhance the decision-making

efforts at the FIFA U-17

Asian qualifiers final

process, particularly in the

Women’s World Cup Jordan

round on 23 March

penalty and goal-line area,

2016. Japan Football Association President Kohzo Tashima

Yu Dabao
scored for
China PR.

GERMANY AND
TURKEY APPLY
FOR EURO 2024

will be piloted in the knockout

The German Football

stages of the AFC’s flagship

Association (DFB) and

club competitions this year.

the Turkish Football

award during her high school

Asia’s top 42 officials gathered

Federation (TFF) have

graduation ceremony. The

for the five-day course to fully

both submitted a

18-year-old said: “I feel

immerse themselves in the

declaration of interest

really happy that I won this

implementation of the new

to bid to host UEFA EURO

prestigious AFC award.”

AAR system, which is now

2024. The two national associ-

Despite Japan eventually

part of the Laws of the Game.

ations were both present at

losing on penalties to regional

The landmark course, which

UEFA’s headquarters in Nyon

rivals Korea DPR, Nagano’s

saw participants glean insights

to make their declarations

superb performances in Jordan

from FIFA’s Head of Refereeing

official. DFB President

saw her win the competition’s

Massimo Busacca, is also the

Reinhard Grindel said: “We’re

presented Nagano with the
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confident in saying that, with

the helm of Estonian football,

96%, as the President of

joins Canada Soccer after

our vast experience, our

and he said there was much to

the Venezuelan Football

recently serving as head coach

current stadium infrastructure

anticipate, including the UEFA

Association (FVF) for the term

of Delfín Sporting Club in

and the basic conditions in

Super Cup in the capital

2017-2021, during which time

Ecuador’s Serie A. In Major

Germany, we can stage an

Tallinn in 2018.

he will be supported by his

League Soccer, Zambrano

team of three vice-presidents

currently holds the second-

economic, first-class tournament.” TFF President Yıldırım

Noël Le Graët has

and various directors and

highest winning percentage in

Demirören said: “The Turkish

been re-elected as

deputy directors.

league history with a 58.7%

Football Federation has al-

French Football Federation

Hugo Quaderer has

From June 1997 to April 1999,

occasions to host the UEFA

(FFF) at the association’s

been elected for a

he guided LA Galaxy, taking

EUROs. We are now hoping

assembly in Paris. A Vice-Presi-

further four years as

them to the Western

it will be fourth-time lucky.

dent in charge of economic

President of the Liechtenstein

Conference finals in 1997

Over the last few years,

affairs at the FFF from 2002,

Football Association (LFV) at

and 1998, as well as the 1997

around 32 new stadiums have

Le Graët took the helm in

the association’s general

CONCACAF Champions Cup

been built or are currently

2011 and was first re-elected

assembly in Ruggell. Quaderer

championship match.

being constructed around the

a year later. His presidency has

was a member of the govern-

Zambrano replaces interim

country. With this level of

been notable for the success

ment of the principality of

head coach Michael Findlay,

investment, Turkey is proving

of UEFA EURO 2016, hosted

Liechtenstein from 2005 to

who took over after Benito

that it is one of the world’s

by France last summer.

2013 and, among his duties,

Floro’s contract was not

served as sports minister. He

renewed in September 2016.

leaders in its commitment to
football infrastructure.”

Carlo Tavecchio will

was first elected LFV President

Detailed bid requirements

serve a four-year term

in March 2015.

will shortly be sent to the DFB

as President of the

HERNÁNDEZ
MATCHES MEXICAN
GOAL RECORD

and TFF, and they will have

Italian Football Federation

Karl-Erik Nilsson has

until 27 April 2018 to com-

(FIGC) after being re-elected

been re-elected as

plete and submit their bid

at the association’s general

President of the

dossiers to UEFA. The UEFA

assembly in Fiumicino. Tavec-

Swedish Football Association

the Mexican national

Executive Committee will

chio, who became FIGC

(SvFF) for a two-year term at

team – scored in the

decide on who has won the

President in August 2014,

the association’s annual gener-

World Cup qualifier against

right to host UEFA EURO 2024

began working for the Italian

al meeting in Stockholm.

Costa Rica – Javier Hernández

in September 2018.

association in 1987 as a

Formerly a teacher, Nilsson

equalled Jared Borgetti for the

regional councillor for the

went on to become a referee,

most goals scored by a single

National Amateur League

officiating at matches in the

player in Mexican history.

(LND), before becoming

UEFA Champions League and

Hernández made his debut for

national president of the same

at UEFA EURO 2000.

El Tri against Colombia on

MA PRESIDENTS
RE-ELECTED

Boris Streubel / FIFA via Getty Images, imago, AFC

record in regular-season play.

President of the

ready put in bids on three

Aivar Pohlak will

body in 1999. He was also a

serve a new four-year

vice-president of the FIGC for

term as Estonian

seven years from 2007.

Football Association (EJL)

With his 46th goal for

30 September 2009. He

ZAMBRANO
CANADA’S NEW
HEAD COACH

scored his first two goals in
the match against Bolivia on
24 February 2010. In the

President after his re-election

Laureano González, at

at the association’s general

the helm since 2015,

Canada Soccer

Costa Rica, the Mexican

was given a vote of

presented Octavio

Football Association also

Zambrano as the new

honoured Rafael Márquez for

assembly. A member of the

World Cup qualifier against

EJL board since 1993, Pohlak

confidence by the Venezuelan

became Vice-President in

football community and

head coach of the men’s

his 20 years of service to the

2003, before his election as

re-elected with 123 out of

programme. He will oversee all

national team. The 38-year-

President four years later. This

128 possible votes (134 people

national teams from under-14

old defender has played in

will be Pohlak’s fourth term at

were eligible to vote), i.e.

to the senior squad. Zambrano

four straight FIFA World
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RWANDA
WITH HEY

Cups™, won two CONCACAF

A revered left-back during his

Gold Cups and captured a FIFA

playing days, the soft-spoken

Confederations Cup (1999).

Appiah is credited for Ghana’s

The Rwanda Football

The super league squads will

qualification for the 2014 FIFA

Federation (FERWAFA)

be made up of 25 players,

has appointed

and they will be permitted to

World Cup™ in Brazil, a first

YUSUF TAKES
OVER CEO ROLE
FROM KUMAR

by an indigenous coach.

After services to
football spanning over

PHIRI NAMED
MALAWI COACH

the basis of the competition
and the tournament calendar.

German Antoine Hey as head

register up to four foreign

coach of the senior national

players per team. In addition,

team on a two-year deal. Hey

it has been decided that,

beat Raoul Savoy (Switzerland)

in order to consolidate the

and Rui Águas (Portugal),

competition, there will be no

30 years, Fiji Football

The Football Associa-

who made the final three-man

relegation during the first two

Association CEO Bob Kumar

tion of Malawi (FAM)

shortlist after a rigorous

seasons. “This is a really

has named former

has resigned from his role at

historic achievement, not just

U-20 trainer Gerald Phiri as

Johnny McKinstry who left

for the female players, but

commitment to the develop-

head coach of the senior

the job last August.

Venezuelan football in gener-

ment of football has contri

national team. The appoint-



vetting process, and replaces

the helm. The 73-year-old’s

al,” said Laureano González,

buted to historic milestones,

ment of Phiri comes barely

including Fiji’s qualification for

three weeks before the Flames

the 2015 FIFA U-20 World Cup

travel to Antananarivo to face

and the 2016 Rio Olympics.

Madagascar in the qualifiers

The Dominican

Kumar also worked alongside

for the Total African Nations

Republic Football

FIFA to establish academies

Championship (CHAN) Kenya

Association (FDF)

in Suva, Ba and Labasa and

2018. Phiri, 48, whose son

celebrated 100 years of foot-

The United States,

a new Football House in

Gerald Phiri Junior, plays for

ball in the Dominican Republic.

Mexico and Canada

Vatuwaqa. Former Fiji Football

South African side Platinum

The ceremony commemorat-

announced plans for a

Association Vice-President

Stars, was introduced at a

ing the centenary as well as

joint bid for the 2026

Mohammed Yusuf has been

ceremony on Wednesday,

the third season of the Liga

World Cup at a news

selected to take over Kumar’s

29 March 2017 in Blantyre.

Dominicana de Fútbol – the

conference in New

country’s first professional

York City. Under

league – was attended by

the proposals, the

CONCACAF President Victor

US would host

role as CEO and continue his
work.

APPIAH MAKES
GHANA COMEBACK
The Ghana Football
Association (GFA) has
named former captain

WILMOTS NEW
CÔTE D’IVOIRE
COACH
Former Belgium coach

100 YEARS
OF FOOTBALL

president of the FVF.

USA, CANADA AND
MEXICO LAUNCH
JOINT BID

Montagliani and officials from

60 games – including every

the Cuban, Haitian and Puerto

match from the quarter-finals

Rican FAs.

onwards – with Mexico and

Marc Wilmots has

Canada splitting the remaining

been appointed to

20 fixtures equally. The United

lead Côte d’Ivoire’s World Cup

VENEZUELAN
WOMEN’S SUPER
LEAGUE

States last hosted the World

James Kwesi Appiah head

qualifying bid, the country’s

coach of the senior national

football authorities said on

team for the second time.

Tuesday. Wilmots, 48, is one

The first professional

1970 and 1986, while Canada

Appiah, 56, who steered the

of an elite band of players to

women’s super league

hosted the FIFA Women’s

Black Stars between 2012 and

have played at four World

will kick-off on Satur-

World Cup™ in 2015.

2014, replaces Israeli Avram

Cups, and also led Belgium

day, 6 May, after the 14 teams

Grant, who left his post after

into the 2014 World Cup

that will participate in the

guiding the West African

during his stint as coach with

2017 Apertura met with the

nation to fourth place at the

them between 2012-2016.

governing body at the head-

2017 Total Africa Cup of

quarters of the Venezuelan

Nations in Gabon in February.

Football Association to define

Cup in 1994, Mexico previously hosted the tournament in
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CELEBRATION

FABIEN
BARTHEZ

Occasionally, objects are called into use when
emotions are released. Every so often, tennis pros
smash their rackets, mostly out of rage, when a
match isn’t going their way. Perhaps they learned
from rock stars who – aware that they have to
keep up a certain image – trash their guitars on
stage. However, when a moment of madness
strikes and there is no sporting equipment or
even a water bottle to hand, how to express
one’s emotions?
For sure, such emotionally charged moments
don’t apply to the “special” fringe group of
streakers: for everyone else, there is always some
item of clothing to take the strain of emotional
energy. Fabien Barthez – the charismatic
goalkeeper for the French national team between
1994 and 2006 – practically turned yanking up
one’s shorts into an art form. Whenever he
saw something particularly good or bad happen
on the pitch, he would pull his shorts up, high
over his thighs, drawing the zoomed attention
of many a camera and leaving no doubt to
the millions of viewers as to the colour of his
underpants.
This image was captured in 1998, shortly before
the final whistle of the World Cup final against
Brazil. Goalkeepers are mostly condemned to
celebrating goals on their own, while the rest
of their team-mates embrace and celebrate a
hundred yards away. And so it was for Barthez,
as his team won 3-0 in Paris and there was no
longer anything standing between France and
their first World Cup title. Today, the 45-year-old
has another occupation: he competes for his own
motor racing team. He happens to have been
very successful. And now, in moments of intense
emotion, he can grab hold of the steering wheel.
Alan Schweingruber
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